Date: 08/06/2017
Place: SYDNEY
Surveyor: CAPT. PFLAETZ
Candidate: [Name]
Result: PASSED
Time: 1855 - 1550

1. Started with checking my ID and seating.
2. Last 5 years experience.
4. AMSA Role in Australia
5. Taking over command.
6. Certificates: Stationary (validity)
7. Frequency of Stationary and Master's Drill.
8. ISM Code/ Objectives
9. DPA / Master's overview module.
10. ISPS Code and all levels.
12. G.R.D.
13. O.H.S (week)
14. Objectives of O.H.S.
15. P.C.P.
16. WHO is H.S.R.
17. M.A.M. principles
18. fitting for duty of oop.
19. Pilot handy procedure
20. Once Pilot on board, what procedures
21. While Pilotage, Pilot collapse, what to do?
22. Once take over command, what you will advise to oop?
23. What is Voyage Planning and Tell me everyday Master chat from back to back.
26. "And and "And Roden Drill".
27. How you will advise you Deck Watchkeeper to heatmap. order Date.
28. E.G.C. (What it is) & What equipment will give it?
29. "S.E" & How you will reduce it.
30. Different type of stresses on ship and explain load line diagram and if submerged in Port or Starboard, what will be the cause. (Diagram Show)
31. Ready. Draft Marks <Diagram Show>
32. What is IMSBC Code?
33. Purpose of IMSBC.
34. How you will load Coal?
35. What is IMDG Code?
36. What info IMDG given?
37. Classes of A.G.
38. How to load EXPO. Dangerous Goods?
39. Confined Space Entry and Procedure
40. Gas Monitors Equipment and Testing Procedure?
41. Where you will find testing Procedure info aboard?
42. M.O.32 = What it is and what it contains?
43. What does M.O.32 tells regarding the Cargo Operations Cabin?
44. SQUAT and what 2 factors of "Squat"
45. Meaning a ship in closed.

↓ 1st Compair

Pont Side Beading

How you will Probe in detail.

Your ICU.
47. While Baiting Try Making fast proceeding:

- Be will be on Port Side
- Be will be on Port Side

Full procedure including the safety of crew? Has to be taken into account.

Prefer PPE:
- Asked me about Interaction at this point.

48. Heavy Preparations & Precautions

49. How will you prepare for Action & depth 20m.

50. How you will choose Action

51. What factors will be taken into account for Action

52. How you will come to know anchor is dragging

53. What actions for anchor dragging?

54. Precautions while working:

55. You are taking anchor from roadside tank, what you will do?

56. What is SORP

57. What is ATSB

58. What is Distress / Emergency / Safety Messages

59. M.O.B. and Rescue Operations - (How)

60. Fire on Deck or Container V/L, How you will control it?

61. What is TAMSAR

62. EOSIS Requirements

63. Sort of L.S.A. & P.P.E you have aboard

64. How often you carry out drill & How to organise
(a) Launching of L/Docks & Refuelling L/D (How often)

2. O.I.

(a) On deck (Singapore deck) T.S.
(b) Identify few buoys.
(c) Crossing situation.
(d) Open Sea.

(b) Another

(4) Another

(e) Another

You

You are currently on A and collision exists with (B). B is not taking any action. What to do?

(5) (Rule) Horn fog signal forward of stern. What to do? Why?

(b) Rule No. 2
(c) Rule No. 5
(b) Various Flap cards

Very Good Suggestion. Examples.